2/17/2020 Commissioners Court

AGENDA ITEMS

Muir Wood Subdivision Plat
Heyman Subdivision Plat
SRU agreement with Blue Jay Solar
Update new purchasing policy wording

Grimes County Road and Bridge Report:

Road & Bridge is continuing the maintenance of roads throughout the County.
Processed base on CR 419 from the railroad tracks to the dead end.
Boom mow brush on CR 123, 129, 410, 416 and Pin Oak Ridge.
Repair culvert erosion on CR 109.
Spot overlay asphalt on CR 304 and patch road failures with Performance Grade Coldmix on CR 303, 410, 419, 446, College St. and Lake Holly Hills Subdivision.
Repaired bridge rail on CR 109.
Replaced bridge runners on CR 102 and built new southwest wing wall, repaired west headwall and removed debris caught in bridge supports.
Repaired the shoulders of CR 302 with ground up asphalt millings.
Haul concrete to CR 229 to stabilize flood prone areas.
Lease trucks hauling limestone base material to CR 103, 207, 407 and 419.

Drainage:

Ditch work was performed on CR 109, Loads 109 (LF 5,090) and CR 175, Loads 180 (LF 5,537).
Install 9 Culverts on North Hill (15x24), 4 (15x24) on Tall Pine and 2 (15x24) on South Hill.
Install 4 (24x20) Cross Culverts on Tall Pine, (2 loads of base), 2 (18x20) on Oak Hollow Lane and 1 load of base and 2 (15x20) on South Hill and 1 load of base.
Side Ditching CR 103 (LF 5,300) and CR 112 (LF 8,300).

Other:

Prepared Special Road Use Agreement for Blue Jay Solar project
Close out documentation and conference calls – 2015 GLO CDBG grant
Repackaging Hurricane Harvey grant project plans

Subdivision:

Reviewed Heyman Subdivision (12 lots)
Reviewed Muir Wood S/D (71 lots) plat and plans
Reviewing preliminary plat Lee S/D (6 lots)